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Intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (IMRI) for
tumor resection allows a neurosurgeon to pinpoint the
exact location of the tumor before resection and to
navigate to the tumor after the incision is made.
Although the anesthetic management is not substantially different from that for other neurosurgical procedures, strategies to keep the patient and operating
room personnel safe can be challenging. Because of
the risk of injury by the strong force of the magnet,
safety precautions with respect to anesthetic delivery
must be taken. Ferrous objects must be removed and
kept outside the operating room. Only MRI-compatible
equipment is allowed in the MRI operating room. This
includes the anesthesia machine, anesthesia cart, intubating equipment, monitors, stethoscopes, poles for

Objectives
At the completion of this course, the reader should be
able to:
1. Review 2 types of intraoperative magnetic resonance
imaging (IMRI) systems currently in use.
2. Discuss clinical reasons why IMRI is advantageous
for patients.
3. Review safety precautions that healthcare providers
must follow during IMRI procedures.
4. Discuss potential hazards associated with IMRI use.
5. Identify anesthetic implications relevant to IMRI
during preanesthetic assessment, perioperative
anesthetic administration, and postoperative care.

Introduction
Intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (IMRI) was
first performed in 1993 using very rudimentary technology.1 Today, it is still considered a highly specialized technology, with fewer than 50 centers in the United States

intravenous solutions, and body warmers. Surgical
equipment and instruments must be MRI-compatible.
Absolute contraindications to entering the MRI suite
include pacemakers, cochlear implants, certain cranial
aneurysm clips, and metal joints or implants. Goals of
anesthesia delivery during IMRI procedures include
the following: (1) promoting the safety of patients and
staff, (2) preventing MRI-associated accidents, (3) identifying potential equipment-related hazards, (4) recognizing limitations of physiologic monitoring, and (5)
acknowledging other potential hazards such as noise.
Keywords: Anesthetic implications, intraoperative
magnetic resonance imaging, neurosurgery, patient
and provider safety, tumor resection.

offering this service. However, this technology is moving
toward “a standard of practice in the surgery of tumors
located in critical areas of the brain” and has revolutionized the practice of neurosurgery.2,3 In 2003, St Louis
University Hospital (St Louis, Missouri) was the first
center in the Midwest to offer this technology to patients,
followed by Washington University (Barnes-Jewish
Hospital, St Louis) in 2007.
The purpose of surgical treatment of brain tumors is to
completely remove the abnormal tissue yet minimize the
risk of inducing permanent neurological deficits.4-7
Resection “improves survival, functional performance and
the effectiveness of adjuvant therapies” if neurological
deficits can be avoided.8 Using IMRI to guide in the
removal of the tumor is best suited for patients with intracranial tumors. However, before any discussion of IMRI
begins, it is important to understand the “strategy” of
tumor resection. Traditionally, computed tomography and
preoperative MRI images are routinely used to provide in-
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formation to the neurosurgeon regarding brain tumor size
and location within the cranium. Herein lies the problem.
Once the cranium is opened, the target tissue for resection
may “shift” from the preoperative position within the
neural cavity. When this shift occurs, the preoperative information becomes unreliable. Furthermore, this shift of
the operative lesion may be accentuated by the tumor resection and dissection itself, which further increases the
risk that the tumor resection may not be complete.
Intraoperative MRI for tumor resection offers many
distinct advantages. Because the tumor shifts after the
patient is anesthetized and the dura is opened, IMRI
allows the neurosurgeon to pinpoint the exact location of
the tumor before resection and to navigate to the tumor
after the incision is made. This makes it possible for the
surgeon to make a smaller-than-usual incision and bone
flap because the precise location of the tumor is known.
Images can be taken intraoperatively, allowing for realtime, updated information for identifying the border of
the tumor. This information prevents the need for the
surgeon to use only preoperative images. Once the resection is completed by the surgeon, the IMRI confirms that
the tumor is fully resected or, conversely, that further resection of the tumor is warranted.9,10 This confirmation
leads to a decreased likelihood that the patient will need
further surgery due to lack of complete removal of the
tumor.11,12 The IMRI also makes it possible for the
surgeon to operate on tumors that previously may have
been thought to be inoperable due to lack of visualization
with earlier technologies.13,14 Opening the cranium and

the dura when cerebral edema is present may lead to a
brain shift of up to 1 cm during the surgical resection.
This may be a result of diuretics, hyperventilation, or
drainage of cerebrospinal fluid during the operation. This
shift may make the preoperatively determined stereotactic coordinates inaccurate.15
Intraoperative MRI may also provide assistance in
identifying intraoperative complications such as bleeding

Figure 1. Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging
System
(Reprinted with permission from IMRIS Inc, Winnepeg, Manitoba,
Canada.)

Figure 2. Dual Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging Operating Rooms With Insulated Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Stored Between Rooms
(Reprinted with permission from IMRIS Inc, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada.)
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Figure 3. Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging
System

Figure 4. Side View of Intraoperative Magnetic
Resonance Imaging System

(Reprinted with permission from Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.)

(Reprinted with permission from Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.)

and/or hematoma formation outside the visual operating
field. Finally, postoperative MRI scans for follow-up are
not necessarily needed when images are taken at the end
of surgery, alleviating the risks associated with patient
transport to a remote MRI suite, such as inadvertent extubation, hemodynamic instability, and/or accentuated
anxiety. Although performing surgery using IMRI may be
more costly, the benefits of the technology surpass the
extra costs.16
The IMRI procedure encompasses 7 major steps: (1)
preoperative assessment, (2) anesthetic induction, (3)
positioning of the patient, (4) the neurosurgical procedure, (5) the postoperative MRI scan while the cranium
is still open to confirm complete resection of the tumor,
(6) closing of the cranium and emergence from general
anesthesia, and (7) recovery of the patient in the
postanesthesia care unit. The following information
highlights currently available IMRI technology, safety
precautions associated with the IMRI procedure, and specific anesthetic considerations for the care of a patient
undergoing an IMRI procedure.

Different MRI technologies are available for use in the operating room (OR). One such system, the IMRIS Neuro,
(IMRIS Inc, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada) is housed
between 2 ORs, where it is hidden between a locked,
movable wall. The unit is then moved into the OR when
the MRI is used to take images. The IMRIS Neuro unit is
similar in design and function to a truly conventional
full-scale MRI machine in that the unit completely surrounds the patient during image acquisition. Advantages
of this type of unit include optimal image creation and
360° visualization of the anatomical operating site. This
technology also provides immediate feedback to the

surgeon on whether the removal and resection of the
tumor has been accomplished (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
With the use of this device, special MRI-compatible
equipment is required, such as MRI-compatible intubating equipment and surgical instruments.
Another device, the Medtronic PoleStar IMRI unit
(Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis, Minnesota), is a relatively
small and portable MRI machine specifically designed for
the OR. This MRI machine allows full access to the
patient during the operation because, by benefit of its
size, the magnets are stored under the OR table during
the operation. Once the image is ready to be taken, the
magnetic device is positioned so that the patient’s head is
centered between 2 magnets. Because of the lower electromagnetic generation of this device, this MRI machine
can be used with standard OR equipment and instrumentation such as standard intubating equipment, standard needles and syringes, and standard surgical instruments (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Integrated with the IMRI
unit is the Medtronic Stealth Station. This computer
screen and software merges the computed tomography,
IMRI, and neurosurgical microscope images together to
form a true 4-dimensional, real-time view of the cranial
tumor and tissue target. These pictures are displayed in
real time (the fourth dimension) for instant feedback to
the neurosurgeon and staff during the operation. A
“virtual reality” experience is provided to the neurosurgeon and other observers in the room with the use of polarized glasses.
Both of these technologies provide an accurate image
of the brain tumor so that the surgeon can clearly define
where the tumor begins and ends. This information
assures the surgeon that the entire tumor has been completely resected before closure of the cranium, minimizing the need for future surgery if tumor tissue remains.
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Does the staff member or the patient have any of the following:

Yes

No

Electronic, mechanical, or magnetic implant
Cardiac pacemaker or implantable cardiac defibrillator
Aneurysm clip
Neurostimulator
Internal electrodes or guide wires
Cochlear/ear implant
Hearing aid
Implanted medication pump (eg, for insulin, chemotherapy, pain medicine)
Halo vest
Spinal fixator device
Spinal fusion procedure
Any type of coil, filter, or stent
Any type of metal object (shrapnel, bullet, BB)
Artificial heart valve
Penile implant
Artificial eye or eyelid spring
Any type of implant held in place by a magnet
Surgical clip or staple
Intravenous access port (eg, Port-a-cath, Broviac, peripherally inserted central catheter)
Medication patch
Shunt
Artificial joint or limb
Tissue expander (eg, breast)
Removable dentures, false teeth, or partial plate
Diaphragm, intrauterine device, pessary
Surgical mesh
Body piercing
Wig, hair implants
Tattoos, including tattoo eyeliner or lip liner
Radiation seeds for cancer treatment
Any implanted items (eg, rods, pins, screws, nails, plates, wires)

Table 1. Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging Screening Questionnaire for Operating Room Personnel
and Patients

Safety Precautions Associated With the
IMRI Procedure
Because of the risk of injury by the strong force of the
magnet, safety precautions must be taken.17 Mandatory
training sessions should be required of all personnel associated with the IMRI procedure. A major risk of the
IMRI includes the potential for stationary ferrous objects
located within the 5-G line to be pulled toward the
magnet, potentially injuring anyone in the path of the
objects. Gauss (symbolized G) is the centimeter-gramsecond unit of magnetic flux density. Gauss is used when
expressing the flux density produced by a magnetic force.
The 5-G line specifies the perimeter around an MRI
scanner within which the static magnetic fields are higher
than 5 G. Levels of 5 G or less are considered “safe” levels
of static magnetic field exposure for humans.18,19
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Patients or staff who have ferrous implants are at risk
in the MRI operating room because the implants may
become dislodged or possibly fail. Other risks include
possible burns related to conductive loops, skin-to-skin
contact, or heating of MRI-unsafe material.
All ferrous objects must be removed by a healthcare
provider and kept outside the OR. Pagers, cell phones,
wallets, stethoscopes, and metal items such as identification tags or hair pins, scissors, jewelry in body piercings,
and loose change should not be brought into the room. If
there is any doubt on what can be safely brought into the
room, it should be tested with a hand magnet. Doors
should be closed immediately after entering the OR.
Subsequently, the OR doors should be locked when the
MRI technologists leave for the day.
Only MRI-compatible equipment should be brought in
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Surgical tables, Mayo trays, ring stands with bowls, prep carts
Kick buckets and garbage bins
Kelly clamps
Stools and steps
Microscope
Booms, operating room lights, cameras, monitors
Foot pedals (eg, Bipolar, stealth)
Headlights, loops (remove from surgeon)
Anesthesia machine
Anesthesia cart
Warming blanket device
Intravenous fluid warmer
Cautery pad or cord
Unsafe instruments
Nerve stimulators
Doppler
Retractors
Temperature probe
Anesthesia monitors
Items in pockets of surgery personnel, pagers, cell phones,
stethoscopes
Poles for intravenous fluids

Table 2. Equipment to Be Located Outside the 5-Gauss
Line Before Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Equipment that can be powered down should be turned off before
intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging

the MRI operating rooms. This includes the anesthesia
machine, anesthesia cart, intubating equipment, monitors,
stethoscopes, poles for intravenous solutions, and body
warmers. Surgical equipment and instruments must be
MRI-compatible. Non–MRI-compatible objects can become
projectiles in the MRI environment. As stated, injuries and
deaths have occurred due to objects flying across the room
as they are pulled toward the magnet. The oxygen tanks in
the IMRI room should be aluminum, and the stretchers and
beds should be MRI-compatible. Surgical instruments
should be made of titanium, plastic, ceramic, aluminum, or
a high-grade nonmagnetic stainless steel.
A screening of patients and OR personnel must be
conducted to determine if there is any contraindication to
being present when an image is taken (Table 1). The
magnet can potentially dislodge an implant or cause a
burn on the patient. Absolute contraindications to entering the MRI suite include pacemakers, cochlear implants,
certain cranial aneurysm clips, and metal joints or implants. Metal jewelry located within a pierced body part
will interfere with the IMRI scan and must be removed
from the patient and all healthcare providers. If a patient
or staff member has a metal object or implant that cannot
be removed, he or she should not be allowed in the IMRI
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operating room. Permanent makeup or tattoos may be a
concern because swelling or burning in the affected areas
has been reported. There have also been reports of tattoo
pigments interfering with the quality of the MRI image.
This has occurred when a person who has permanent
eyeliner had an MRI of the eye performed. The cause of
these complications is uncertain, but it has been theorized that they result from an interaction with the metallic component of some pigments. One must consider the
risk of avoiding the MRI over the risk of complications.20
The potential for patient burns is increased in the MRI
suite owing to the effect of the magnet on looped electrical wires or cables. The electromagnetic energy transmitted to the patient monitor cables can generate heat and
potentially burn the patient. All electrical cords, including electrosurgical pads and cables, must be placed away
from the patient's skin. Electrical cords must not cross
each other or loop in the magnetic suite because this can
cause patient burns.
When the IMRI is used and images are taken, all
healthcare providers except for the anesthesia provider
may be required to leave the OR, depending on the technology used. All movable equipment is placed behind the
5-G line (Table 2). An important concept to remember is
that the magnet is always on. A checklist may be used to
ensure that all steps are taken to prepare for the taking of
a safe image (Table 3).
All metal items must be accounted for before and after
the image is obtained. Thus, the anesthesia provider may
be required to count needles before starting the case in
the morning. Needles inside central line kits or arterial
catheter kits must also be counted. Needles are also
counted before the IMRI is obtained. At the end of the
case, needles must be recounted to ensure that none are
missing. If a needle is unaccounted for, it could harm the
patient being operated on or the patient in the subsequent case. Contamination of a sterile field is also a potential complication if a dirty needle is pulled across the
room toward the magnet. This could cause harm to
anyone in its path.

Anesthetic Implications for IMRI
Magnetic resonance imaging during surgery poses potential risks to anesthesia providers. The American Society
of Anesthesiologists task force on this topic identified 6
goals to anesthesia providers working in areas where MRI
is occurring.21 These goals include the following:
1. Promote the safety of patients and staff in the MRI.
2. Prevent MRI-associated accidents.
3. Promote optimal patient management.
4. Identify potential equipment-related hazards.
5. Identify limitations of physiologic monitoring.
6. Identify other potential hazards such as noise.
Components of anesthesia management include the
following: (1) equipment and room setup; (2) preopera-
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Place ear plugs that protect up to 25 dB in ears of patient and
anesthesia provider before IMRI.
Avoid skin-to-skin contact of patient; place sheet or pad
between legs and also arms and torso.
Avoid loops of wires, leads, cords near patient (eg,
electrocardiogram, cautery, electrophysiology wires).
Remove cautery grounding pad before IMRI.
Avoid using gel positioning devices.
Avoid invasive temperature monitoring such as Foley or
esophageal probes.
Provide adequate padding at patient’s shoulders because the
bottom coil can butt up against the patient.
Place a safety strap across the patient’s trunk.

to keep the metallic spring incorporated in the pilot
balloon as far away from the MRI as possible. A temperature probe that is MRI-compatible is used. Indwelling
urinary catheters with temperature probes are contraindicated with certain MRI systems due to the potential for
burning the bladder.
• Intraoperative Management. Intravenous MRI contrast agents may be given before the IMRI is done if the
surgeon requests in order to visualize the tumor during
the MRI. Machinery and equipment may need to be relocated away from the MRI unit before IMRI. Ear plugs may
be placed in the patient’s and provider’s ears before
imaging to soften the noise output of the MRI unit.

Count instruments before and after IMRI.

Summary and Conclusion

Count needles (anesthesia) before and after IMRI.

The use of IMRI is a relatively new procedure. The advantages of incorporating IMRI in tumor resection appear
obvious. However, large scale, multicenter, randomized,
prospective studies have not been completed to evaluate
the efficacy of using IMRI. As clinical data are being evaluated, there are questions to ask. Are tumor resections
more complete using IMRI versus not using IMRI? Are
clinical short- and long-term outcomes improved using
IMRI? There is a fine line between tumor resection and
salvage of viable neural tissue. Long-term results are difficult to determine owing to the nature of the disease.
The clinical outcome for patients with a grade 4 lesion is
not good. Studies need to be conducted to justify the cost
to start and maintain an IMRI program.
Magnetic resonance imaging-compatible monitors and
specialized equipment are required for IMRI. The MRI operating room suite can lead to additional safety challenges
for healthcare providers and their patients, but the
rewards can be substantial. Tumors that once were
thought to be inoperable now can be transected with IMRI
surgery.22 Tumor resections can be verified before patients
leave the OR. Smaller incisions and bone flaps can be
made. This innovative therapy may potentially lead to
shorter hospital stays.23 Although anesthetic management
is not substantially different from that for other neurosurgical procedures, strategies to keep the patient and OR
personnel safe can be challenging. Care must be taken to
be vigilant throughout the case and not be distracted as a
result of the technology to ensure ultimate patient and
provider safety.

Use extra-long circuit and intravenous tubing.
Only use IMRI-compatible equipment.
Move all equipment past the 5-Gauss line before IMRI.
Remove the following before IMRI: jewelry, jewelry in
piercings, drug patches, badges, pens, wallets.
Avoid using gowns with snaps.
Ensure the point of interest (tumor) is within the field of view.
Ensure the patient position allows entry into the 70 -cm bore of
the magnet.

Table 3. Safety Precautions Checklist
IMRI indicates intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging.

tive assessment, patient setup, and induction; and (3) intraoperative anesthetic management.
• Equipment and Room Setup. A specifically designed
IMRI-compatible anesthesia machine is required, and an
MRI-compatible monitor is also required. This monitor
should display all physiological parameters such as electrocardiogram, noninvasive blood pressure, pulse oximetry, oxygen saturation, continuous arterial blood pressure
waveform, end-tidal carbon dioxide, and temperature.
• Preoperative Assessment, Patient Setup, and Induction.
As in any surgery, a thorough preoperative assessment is
mandated for this procedure. It is especially important to
obtain a detailed neurological history and examination to
evaluate and document level of consciousness, presence or
absence of increased intracranial pressure, and focal neurological deficits. It is important to ensure that the patient
meets the criteria to undergo an MRI procedure.
An arterial catheter is routinely inserted in patients undergoing IMRI owing to the length of surgical time and the
potential need for frequent laboratory work. An extended
long ventilator circuit with a straight connector is used
because the patient will be turned 180°. Intravenous tubing
extensions should also be placed to ensure an adequate distance between the intravenous pump and the MRI unit.
Special attention is given to the endotracheal tube pilot
balloon. The pilot balloon is secured to the circuit tubing
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